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Abstract- In addition in block chain enabled e-voting computing technology there is a group of critical political issues which 

include the issues of privacy security and anonymity and the ability to communication and government control reliability 

responsibility and others But most of them are Security and how cloud provider confirms this Overall block chain enabled e-

voting has many customers like ordinary users academia and corporations who have different motivations to move to the cloud 

Overall block chain enabled e-voting has many customers like ordinary users academia and corporations who have different 

motivations to move to the cloud Overall block chain enabled e-voting has many customers like ordinary users academia and 

corporations who hava different motivations to move to the cloud Security issues in block chain enabled e-voting such as the 

availability of the service. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Many governments’ institutions and companies are using 

block chain enabled e-voting with applications or 

development through him. These servers need 

maintenance management and a place to provide and 

guarantee their work.  
 

The need may vary from time to time at one time it was 

most needed is provided and work efficiently is critical, 

while on the contrary completely at other times, so the 

most important two factors (the availability of resources 

efficiency) which showed the many solutions that It relies 

mainly on assembling computers (aggregation) to ensure 

efficient operation. 

 

When our desire to store images of our own online instead 

of our computer at home or when our desire to use e-mail 
or social networking site we use " block chain enabled e-

voting " service. When our desire to store images of our 

own online instead of our computer at home or when our 

desire to use e-mail or social networking site we use 

“block chain enabled e-voting " service block chain 

enabled e-voting means providing computing resources 

over the Internet.  

 

Instead of saving the data on your hard disk or update 

applications to meet your needs you can use the online 

service in another location to store your information or use 
applications, block chain enabled e-voting is a model for 

enabling convenient on-demand network access to a 

shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 

networks, servers, storage, applications and services) that 

can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction. 

Controls the emergency vehicle and furthermore controls 

the action light as demonstrated by the crisis vehicle zone 

and in this way accomplishing the mending focus safely In 

eemergency situation, each and every second is important 

in saving a human’s life.  

 

II. SYSTEM STUDY 

 
1. Existing System: 

The system study phase studies the requirements of the 

existing system "Cyber Voting System” is one of the 

tough processes in existing system voting is conducted in a 

particular date. At that date all the users are come to center 
then vote. Administrator starts to count the vote all the 

peoples can ask their Winners.  

 

Final winner can be decided by administrator if any people 

who want to participate not available on that place can’t 

participate. There is the current voting process is time 

consuming and confusing. 

 

1. Limitation of existing system: 

There are thousands of peoples who work over eight hours 

a day and raise a family and for them voting is not a 

foreseeable option. (i.e) Wastage of Man Power.  

 The process can be confusing and the machines can be 

hard to read. 

 Increasing the cost for printing and many other works. 

 Paper Wastage. 

 Wastage of time for each people. 

 Takes high cost 

 Administrator has to keep track of all processes 

 As files are maintained manually, chances for errors are 

large 

 Needs more manpower 
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 Voters should be on place need for more 

advertisement for publicity. More man power is 
needed. Its participant’s area is not combatable for all 

users. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
The proposed system should overcome all the 

disadvantages of the existing system the existing system is 

not functioning well due to manual process. Thus the 

proposed system should minimize the manual efforts.  

 

In such a way that it should support the user to participate 

in the voting independent of the place And also the 

administrator has to keep track of all the participants who 

are participated in program Time consumption for 
arrangement will be minimum. 

 

Users need to register for vote before participate and also 

they should provide some attestation information It saves 

manual effort and time and provides remote database 

storage and retrieval In this module a user can view the 

participant details.using the details user can put a vote 

using own image with separate login id user can put a vote 

at once. Duplicate votes cannot be casted. 

 

1. Advantages of the Proposed System: 

 The Internet is changing the way that people shop 

communicate, and carry out business  It also has the 

potential to change the way that Cyber vote 

 Internet voting has the potential to increase voter turnout 

and it is cheaper.  Having the Internet be the means of 

voting, elections would be cheaper and the results would 

be easier to tabulate 

 Internet voting is less wasteful of paper 

 It cuts down on processing costs  It also eliminates the 

amount of time staff spends tabulating votesplus there 

are no longer the possibility of hanging chats 

 Another aspect of Internet voting is that it would be 

easier than the current process 

 Reducing the time for vote 

 Cyber Voting delivers the results within seconds of the 

closing date 

 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF MODULES 
 

1. Modules: 

 Administrator 

 Administrator Login 

 Decrypt Votes 

 Winners Details 

2. User  

 New User Registration 

 User Login 

 User Vote 

 Encrypt Votes 

 View Winners 

 

Admin Login 
Admin logs into the system by specifying unique 

username and password. 

 

Programming Details (Vote Description) 

In this module administrator can conduct a voting on what 

date, time details should be entered. Administrator can 

also edit and delete options for voting date, times.after the 

schedule time of voting the forms are blocked because 

date has been expired. 

 

Participant’s details: 

In this module administrator can enter a participant details 
by checking a assets, age, qualifications .that is approval 

given by administrator 

 

Decrypt Vote: 

In this module admin decrypts the user casted encrypted 

votes by private encryption key now admin can view the 

vote details in decrypted text 

 

Winners detail: 

In this module administrator can enter a winners details 

like how many votes should be casted which participant 
can get highest vote lowest votedetails.  

 

New user Registration: 

In this module a new user can enter personal details like 

name, fathersname, age, gender, address, photo etc A user 

can get a unique id with own image.through this id user 

can vote it. 

 

User Login: 

User need can login into the system by giving username 

and password. If user does not having username and 

password to login, they need to register by giving their 
basic details and get username and password. 

 

Uservote 

In this module a user can view the participant details.using 

the details user can put a vote using own image with 

separate login id. user can put a vote at once. duplicate 

votes cannot be casted. 

 

Encrypt Vote: 

In this module user casted votes will be encrypted by 

random private encryption key If aahacker gets the vote 
details only encrypted text will be shown. These vote 

details gets stored in database. 

 

View winners: 

In this module user can view the winners details 

administrator can post a winners list user can view a list of 

winners. 
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V. TABLE DESIGN 
 

Table 1. User Registration Table. 

Field name Datatype Description 

Username Varchar(100) Username 

Password Varchar(100) Password 

Email Varchar(100) User Email id 

Phone Varchar(100) User Phone 

Number 

Gender Varchar(100) User Gender 

College Id 

Card 

Varchar(1000) User College id 

card 

Mark Sheet Varchar(1000) User mark sheet 

Photo Varchar(1000) User photo 

 

Table 2. Nominee Table. 

Field Name Datatype Description 

Nid Varchar 

(100) 

Nominee Id, Ex 

Principal Id 

Name Varchar 

(100) 

Nominee Name 

Emblem Varchar 

(1000) 

Nominee Emblem 

Mark Sheet Varchar 

(1000) 

User Mark Sheet 

Photo Varchar 

(1000) 

User Photo 

  

Table 3. Vote Table. 

Field name Data type Description 

Vid Varchar(100) 

 

Voter Id, Who Have 

Voted 

V_Name Varchar(100) Voter Name Who 

Have Voted 

Nid Varchar(100) Nominee Id, Who 
User Have Voted 

For 

Time Varchar(100) User Voted Time 

 

VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 
 

This diagram explains the process of the app. The user 

must register and login and those details will be stored in 
the database. After login then the user will move to the 

next page and there he can choose the location from where 

to where and make the online payment.  

 

If the payment is wrong then the process will fail but if the 

payment done successfully then the user will get the and 

will be able to access the sensor. 

 
Fig 1. System Arcitecture. 

 

VII. SAMPLE INPUT 
 

 
 

 
Fig 2. Add participant details, 

    

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 
Block chain enabled e-voting is a range of paths to the 

including infrastructure, platforms and applications that 

are available from block providers as online services. 

Many people may be confused by the range of offerings 

and the terminology used to describe them and will be 

unsure of the risk and benefits.  

 

Security is a major requirement in cloud computing when 

we talk about data storage. Information needs protection, 

there are many Security Threats, and different types of 

security risks need to be discussed. In order to improving 
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the security and protection and building the block chain 

enabled e-voting. 
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This project, blockchain  Enabled E-Voting has 

been successfully tested and has been found to 

replace theexisting system effectively. It is also 

possible to eliminate thehuman errors likely to 

creep into this kind of work in whichbulk 

quantity of data has been processed. This project 

hasbeen designed to suit all the exact needs. This 

project is easyto implement and operate. All the 

features, which are given inthis system, will be 

successfully implemented and 


